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Abstract- We describe new graph bipartization algorithms for layout modification and phase assignment of bright-field alternating phaseshifting masks (AltPSM) [25]. The problem of layout modification for
phase-assignability reduces to the problem of making a certain layoutderived graph bipartite (i.e., 2-colorable).
Previous work [3] solves bipartization optimally for thedarkfield alternating PSM regime. Only one degree of freedom is allowed (and relevant)
for such a bipartization: edge deletion, which corresponds to increasing
the spacing between features in order to remove phase conflict. Unfortunately, dark-field PSM is used only for contact layers, due to limitations
of negative photoresists. Poly and metal layers are actually created using
positive photoresists and bright-field masks.
In this paper, we d e h e a new graph bipartization formulation that
pertains to the more technologically relevant bright-field regime. Previous work [3] does not apply to this regime. This formulation allows two
degrees of freedom for layout perturbation: (i) increasing the spacing between features, and (ii) increasing the width of critical features. Each of
these corresponds to node deletion in a new layout-derived graph that we
define, called the feature graph. Graph bipartization by node deletion
asks for a minimum weight node set A such that deletion of A makes the
graph bipartite. Unlike bipartization by edge deletion, this problem is
NP-hard. We investigate several practical heuristics for the node deletion
bipartization of planar graphs, including one that has 9/4 approximation
ratio. Computational experience with industrial VLSI layout benchmarks
shows promising results.
I. INTRODUCTION

Alternating phase-shifting mask (AltPSM) technology is enabling
to subwavelength process technology, the roadmap for which will last
at least 7-10 years (from the 180nm generation through sub-50nm
processes) [24, 1I]. AltPSM uses destructive interference between
opposite-phase light (e.g., 0 phase and 180 phase) to improve contrast on the wafer between exposed and unexposed regions [13, 141.
AltPSM affects circuit layout because there is no longer any concept
of a “complete” design rules set: layout is correct if and only if a
given layout-derived graph can be 2-colored. Since 2-colorability of
t h s derived graph is difficult to maintain during layout creation, all
proposed solutions (e.g., [21, 12, 31) use post-processing of layout
to identify required perturbations, followed by layout compaction to
achieve a phase-assignable final layout.
Today’s most viable AltPSM technology is due to Wang and Pati
[25] (see, e.g., documentation at [19]), and involves double exposure
(two masks) on positive photoresist. With positive photoresist, development removes photoresist material from all regions that have been
exposed with sufficient energy. Hence, areas defining features should
be protected from light and phases should be assigned to clear areas
of the mask outside the features (i.e., “bright field’ or “clear field”).
The AltPSM technology of [25] is illustrated in Figure 1. In the figure, a poly feature that includes a critical-width gate’ is formed by
exposing two masks: (i) a “locally bright-field” AltPSM mask, followed by (ii) a binary (non-phase-shifting, standard chrome on glass)
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‘In our discussion, a critical feature is one that requires phase-shifting to be successfully printed.

Fig. 1. AltF‘SM style of Wang and Pati (Numerical Technologies, Inc.). The critical
portion of the feature is created with an AltPSM mask; the second binary mask protects
the critical portion and defines the non-critical portions of the feature.
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Fig. 2. When two vertical critical features are closely spaced, their phase shifters
overlap and must be assigned the same phase (180 phase shifter in (a)). When the
features are widely spaced (b), their phase shifters can be assigned phases independently.

mask that protects the critical portion of the feature from light while
also defining the non-critical width portions of the feature.
Today, the AltPSM style shown in Figure 1 is most popular for
improved length reduction poly gates (e.g., down to 25nm gates using 248nm wavelength illumination in the stepper) [6]. This “gateshrink” modality improves circuit speed and reduces power budgets,
and is relatively straightforward from the layout perspective since the
application of phase shifters is “sparse”. However, for true sub-130nm
processes the full poly layer (and possibly local interconnect (salicide)
layers as well) will need to be phase-shifted in order to maintain the
transistor densities prescribed by the Roadmap [24J2 In other words,
AltPSM will become a lever for die area and die cost, in addition to
speed and power. .
When the majority of features are at critical width then the incidence of phase shifters becomes “dense”: the layout must leave room
for phase shifters around nearly every feature, and finding compatible
assignments of phases to shifters must be ensured. The latter task is
quite difficult, and maintaining design productivity for logic applications requires automated phase-mask layout tools.
Figure 2 shows that when two vertical critical features are closely
’Improvements in kl and numerical aperture factors within the exposure system (i.e.,
the stepper) will not only reduce process windows, but by themselves are not enough
to achieve the targeted 50nm processes with 157nm CaF steppers. AltPSM has been
oficially part of the technology Roadmap’s required solution technologies since the publication of the 1999 ITRS six months ago [24].
\.
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While our present work and the work of [3] share the Minimum Distortion Problem statement, their solution and ours are completely different due to the available degrees of layout freedom in the brightfield context. We next define the feature graph for whch we seek
bipartization, note that t h s is very different from the conflict graph
discussed in [3]
11. THEFEATURE
GRAPH

Fig. 3. Small layouts that illustrate the “odd cycle” problem ofphase mask layout.
There is no assignment of 0 and 180 phases to the shifters, such that (i) there are
opposite-phase shifters on either side of each feature, and (ii) any shifters that overlap
are assigned the same phase.

spaced, their phase shifters overlap, and must be assigned the same
phase. On the other hand, when the features are widely spaced, their
phase shifters can be assigned phases independently. We see that the
overlap between shifters introduces dependencies between the phase
assignments to shifters of corresponding features. Figure 3 gives simple layout examples for which there is no assignment of 0 and 180
phases to the shifters, such that (i) there are opposite-phase shifters
on either side of each feature, and (ii) any shifters that overlap are assigned the same phase. In general, to minimize layout area, the phase
assignment to shfters should eliminate or reduce the number of cases
when adjacent shfters get opposite phases.

In this section, we propose a new feature graph to represent relationships between adjacent layout features and their corresponding
shifters. The feature graph allows us to reduce the Phase Assignment
Problem to graph bicoloring. Furthermore, the structure of the feature graph allows both types of layout modifications (feature width
increase, and feature spacing increase) to be applied, along with recent advanced discrete algorithmic methods. Previous methods [3]
have addressed only the feature spacing degree of freedom (and only
in the dark-field regime).
The Minimum Distortion Problem asks to minimize the cost of correcting all violations of conditions (1)-(2), since each violation results
in increasing area or slowing down the chip. We will model the layout modification used to correct violations of condition (1) as deletion
of a node corresponding to the critical feature. Layout modification
used to correct violations of condition (2) will correspond to either
edge or node deletion. Both edge and node deletion help to eliminate
odd cycles. Following is the formal description for how to construct
the feature graph.
Given a layout, thefeature graph G = ( F U C U S , E ) consists of the
three types of nodes F , C and S and edges E :
(F) For each critical feature f * we put into correspondence afeature
node f E F ;

Phase Assignment Problem. Given a layout, find a phase assignment
such that the following Conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied:
0

0

(C) For each overlap of two shifters we put into correspondence a
conjlict node c E C ;

Condition (1): Phase shifters on opposite sides of each critical
feature are assigned opposite phases; and

(E) Any feature node f is connected to all conflict nodes representing overlaps of the shifters which are on the sides of the corresponding feature f’;

Condition (2): Any pair of overlapping shifters is assigned the
same phase.

We know from Figure 3 that conditions (1)-(2) cannot always be
satisfied. Such situations are caused by odd cycles of phase dependencies. In graph-theoretic terms, only graphs free of odd cycles can
be properly colored into two colors3 - meaning that shifters of the
corresponding layout can be properly assigned 0 and 180 phases. In
such cases, for the chip to be manufacturable the layout must be modified so that it becomes phase-assignable. A violation of condition (1)
can be corrected via layout modification that increases the width of
the corresponding critical feature, i.e., the feature must become sufficiently wide that it can be manufactured without phase shifting. With
current photomask technology and 248nm DUV steppers, this results
in increasing the width from 90-1 lOnm up to 180-250nm (such a modification is potentially costly in terms of performance, e.g., if the critical feature represents a gate on a timing-critical path). A violation
of condition (2) is corrected by layout modification that increases the
spacing between critical features, from approximately 100-200nm to
200-400nm in 248nm DUV lithography. Note that the “odd cycle”
problem illustrated in Figure 3 can in general be interpreted as a violation of either condition 1 or condition 2 (!) - and hence can be
corrected by increasing either feature width or feature spacing. As
noted in [3], we would like to minimize the total cost of the layout
modifications applied:

(S) Edges between feature node f and conflict nodes of one of its
shifters (arbitrarily chosen) are subdivided into paths of length
2 by shifter nodes s E S ;
Note that all conflict and shifter nodes have degree 2, and only feature
nodes may have arbitrary degree. Figure 4 shows the feature graph for
a layout with four critical features.
The useful properties of the feature graph are justified by the following
Theorem 1 Let G be the feature graph of the layout L. Then
( i ) the Phase Assignment Problem has a feasible solution for L i$
and only ifG is 2-colorable (i.e., G is bipartite);
(ii) increasing the width of afeature f’ in L is equivalent to deleting
the corresponding feature node f from G;
(iii) increasing the spacing between twofeatures in L that have overlapping shifers is equivalent to deleting the corresponding conj i c t node c from G or deleting any of the edges ( f ,c), (f,
s ) or
(c,s),where f corresponds to either of the two features and s is
the shifter node that possibly subdivides the f -to-c connection.

Proof. We will first prove (1). The two colors in the bicoloring of G
correspond to the two phases of shifters in L.
Let c and c‘ be two conflict nodes corresponding to the overlaps of
the same shifter with some other shifters. Then any bicoloring of G
will assign c and c’ the same color because they are connected with

Minimum Distortion Problem. Given a layout, find a solution to the
Phase Assignment Problem which requires minimum layout modification.
’One cannot color the nodes of an odd cycle into two colors, such that all pairs of
adjacent nodes receive different colors.
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such as PrimeTime). Although there are issues of design convergence, performance tuning flows involving incremental polygon
layout and incremental transistor-level static timing/SI analysis
are fairly well-under~tood.~

slzvter node

After static timing and signal integrity analysis, poly gates
that are not performance-critical can be assigned a low cost of
widening, while gates that are performance-critical can be assigned a high cost. These costs can be driven by the same sensitivity analyses that are already available within performance
optimization tools.

feature node

Widening of (poly) interconnects (which are phase-shifted in a
full-chip PSM methodology; recall the discussion of the transistor density roadmap in Section 1) will generally maintain a constant RC product and thus not affect performance significantly.
In general, for both poly and local interconnect, widening of a
critical-width geometry while maintaining spacing to neighbors
will tend to improve performance, since the ratio of fringing capacitance to area capacitance decreases.

conflict node
Fig. 4. Feature graph for four features: four feature nodes are large and filled, four
conflict nodes are small and filled and and five shifter nodes are large and empty.

111. BIPARTIZATION
OF PLANAR GRAPHS

a path of length 2 (case (C)) or 4 (case (S)) through the same feature
node. This means that any bicoloring of G will color all conflict nodes
corresponding to the same shfter with the same color.
If c and c’ correspond to overlaps of the opposite shifters, then they
are connected with the path of length 3 through the corresponding
feature node, and they should attain different colors. This ensures that
opposite shifters of the same feature will get opposite phases and Condition (1) is satisfied. Condition (2) is satisfied since conflict nodes are
shared by overlapping shifters.
On the other hand, if L has feasible phase assignment, then we
color all conflict nodes in the color (phase) of their shifters; the feature nodes will get the color opposite to the color of adjacent conflict
nodes. By the argument above, opposite conflict nodes will get opposite colors and the conflict nodes of the same shfter will attain the
same color.
When a critical feature is widened, then we should drop the corresponding feature node from G as well as its conflict nodes. Note
that after deletion of a feature node its conflict nodes become leaves
or adjacent to leaves. Property (ii) follows immediately from the fact
that two-colorability of a graph is not affected by leaves or by nodes
of degree 2 adjacent to leaves.
Finally, property (iii) is true since edge deletion makes the
corresponding conflict node either of degree 1 or adjacent to a leaf. 0

The Graph Bipartization Problem is NP-hard for general graphs in
the edge-deletion and node-deletion versions. In this section, we will
first show that the feature graph constructed in the previous section
is planar. Note that the result and the argument are different from
those of Theorem 2.1 in [3] (proving planarity of the conflict graph
in dark-field AltPSM): the contexts are quite different. After proving
planarity of the feature graph, we will consider various heuristic algorithms for node-deletion bipartization and edge-deletion bipartization
of planar graphs.

Theorem 2 The feature graph is planar if the maximum width of a
shifter is less than halfthe minimum length of a feature.
Proof. Consider the following embedding of the feature graph C =
( F U CU S, E ) into the Euclidean plane:

r,

For any feature
the corresponding feature node f E F is
placed at the geometric center of the corresponding feature rectangle.
For every pair of overlapping shifters, the corresponding con@
node c E C is placed at the geometric center of the overlapping
area of the shifters.

We also may supply nodes and edges of the feature graph G with
weights reflecting the relative costs of the spacing enforcement and
the critical feature widening layout perturbations. Then Theorem 1
implies that the Minimum Distortion Problem is equivalent to the following

We connect with straight lines each feature node f E F to the
conflict nodes representing overlaps of the shifters which are on
the sides of the corresponding feature f’ according to step (E)
of the definition of the feature graph; if necessary, we subdivide
this line with the shifter node s E S according to step (S).

Graph Bipartization Problem Given an edge and node weighted
graph G, find the minimum weight edge or node set D , such that the
graph G - D is bipartite.

We show that no two edges of the feature graph C embedded in the
Euclidean plane as described above can cross without violating the
condition that the length of a shifter is less than half the length of a
feature rectangle. Suppose two edges in the graph G cross. Without
loss of generality let it be the edge e as shown in Figure 5. Since
a feature rectangle can’t overlap another feature rectangle or another
shifter, an edge f (note that every edge completely lies inside a shifter
and its correspondmg feature rectangle can cross edge e only when
one of the following cases occur, without loss of generality(symmetric
cases):

Justification of the node deletion formulation
To prevent any misunderstanding, we briefly discuss why it is acceptable to use both the widening and spacing degrees of freedom in
layout perturbation.
We note that if (polygon-level) layout perturbation is a degree
of freedom for the designer, then the (static) timing and signal
integrity verification will typically be done by a transistor-level
tool such as Synopsys PathMill (as opposed to a gate-level tool

(a) When the edge e corresponds to the overlap of a vertical and a
horizontal shifter; Figure 5(a).
4E.g., Motorola and IBM tuning flows reported at recent DAC and ICCAD conferences; Cadence CoreMaster; Synopsys AMPS; etc. are all in production.
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Input: Planar graph G
Output: The bipartite subgraph H

Color all nodes into two colors 1 and 2 traversing all nodes using
breadth-first search
Find the set T of all violating edges for which both endpoints
attained the same color.
While there are violating edges do
f.I

Fig.

5.

fbJ

Delete the node with the maximum violation degree, i.e., the
degree in the edge set T .

Two cases of self-intersection of the feature graph

Fig. 7. Greedy Vertex-Covering Algorithm

Input: Planar graph G
Output: The bipartite subgraph H
For each odd face f of G, initialize age(f) = 0
While there are odd faces in the graph G do

+

For each odd face f of G, increment age(f) = age(f) 1.
For each node v in the graph G set weight(v) to the sum of ages
of all odd faces with the node v on the boundary.
Delete the node v with the largest weight.
If a new face f is odd, then initialize a g e ( f ) = 0.

I

of the set of edges that it cannot color p r ~ p e r l y . We
~ ) can implement
the Greedy Vertex Covering Algorithm to run in time O(ElogV),
where O(1ogV) is the worst case running time for updating the violation degree of a node on the violation heap. Since the feature graph
is planar, its number of edges is IlEll < 5 * V, hence Greedy Vertex
Covering can be implemented to run in O(V log V) time.
We have also considered and implemented two pure edge-deletion
bipartization methods from [3]. These methods cannot exploit the
feature-widening layout degree of freedom, but obviously can still
achieve phase-assignable solutions.
The Edge-Cudget algorithm optimally finds the minimum set of
shifter overlaps that should be forbidden (i.e., removed) in order
to obtain a feasible solution for the Phase Assignment Problem.
In our implementation we use the efficient algorithm from [3]
for optimal edge-deletion bipartization.
The Edge-Greedy algorithm for edge deletion just follows the
Greedy Vertex Covering Algorithm, except that it deletes all violation edges. The approach is very fast, but is known to delete
more than twice the optimum number of edges.

(b) When the edge e corresponds to the overlap of two vertical
shifters, Figure 5(b).
But as can be seen, these cases are possible if no shifter length(same
as the corresponding feature length) is less than the twice the width
of a shfter. Thus, we arrive at a contradiction. Hence the graph G
must be planar under the assumption 2 . width < length.
U

Four Heuristics
In the remainder of this section, we propose four distinct heuristics for feature graph bipartization which are experimentally studied
in the next section. The planarity of the feature graph greatly reduces
complexity of bipartizing. In fact, edge-deletion bipartization can be
solved in polynomial time for planar graphs [22, 101. An efficient implementation of the optimal algorithm for edge-deletion bipartization
is suggested in [3]. On the other hand, node-deletion bipartization of
planar graphs is NP-hard 1271, but provably better approximate solutions can be found in planar graphs rather than in general graphs.
The best approximation algorithm yet known for (weighted) nodedeletion bipartization in planar graphs is by Goemans and Williamson
[9], and guarantees a solution that is at most times worse than optimum (see Fi ure 6). The runtime of the Goemans-Williamson algorithm is O(V ), where V is the number of nodes.
Figure 7 describes a simpler Greedy Vertex Covering heuristic for
node-deletion. This provides a fast O(V1ogV) solution, but with no
guarantees of solution quality. (The basic idea of the Greedy Vertex
Covering algorithm is to find an approximate minimum vertex cover

9

Iv. RESULTSA N D CONCLUSIONS
All four phase assignment algorithms for the Minimum Distortion Problem have been implemented in C++ on the Solaris 2.6, Sun
CC 4.2 platform. Input is (hierarchical) GDSII that is converted to
CIF, then read into an intemal polygon database.6 The spacing constraints induced by solution of the problem, along with the resulting
phase assignment, can be directly sent to compaction. We compare
edge-deletion and node-deletion bipartization on feature graphs derived from two industry layout testcases whose attributes are summarized in Table I. The experimental results in Table I1 lead to two
main observations. First, the table shows the clear superiority of the
Goemans-Williamson 9/4-approximation, over the faster Greedy Vertex Covering heuristic. We believe that the improved solution quality
is well worth the extra runtime (which is still very reasonable). Second, the table shows that the trade-off between two types of layout
modifications - (1) increasing spacing constraints between features
that have shifters in phase conflict which is equivalent to edge deletion
and (2) widening critical features which is equivalent to node deletion
- can be effectively exploited by our new node-deletion heuristics.
Since the relative cost of these two modifications can vary, the data
'There exist 2-approximations to vertex covering, but since the initial BFS-based coloring is of such uncertain value, we have not yet implemented a stronger vertex covering
heuristic.
60urimplementation is currently restricted to rectilinearly oriented features, but there
are no major obstacles to handling octilinear or all-angle geometries (e.g., slicing of polygons would be into parallelograms or trapezoids, respectively). The focus of our work is
on near-optimal solution of Minimum Distortion Problem.
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I
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shows the total modification cost for various ratios of node deletion
cost divided by edge deletion cost.’ Table 11 shows that when the
ratio is as low as 1.5, the total cost of layout modification can be significantly reduced by exploiting the node-deletion degree of freedom:
e.g., for Layoutl the total cost is 268.5 versus 314 for pure edge deletion. (When the cost ratio goes to 1.0 or below, the solutions in the
table have costs 228 and 187 for Layoutl and Layout2, respectively,
compared to 314 and 224 for optimal pure edge deletion.) At the same
time, when the cost ratio becomes large, optimal pure edge deletion
is clearly cheaper than the approximate solution that uses both types
of modifications.
In conclusion, we have suggested the first optimal and approximate
efficient algorithms for the Minimum Distortion Problem in doubleexposure, bright-field alternating phase-shift mask layout. Our approach has been integrated with a GDSII reader and polygon database,
and is currently being integrated with industrial layout compaction.
Our preliminary computational tests show that our code can assign
phases to comparatively large designs in reasonable time, and can efficiently exploit the availability of two distinctly costed types of layout
modifications.
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